Introduction
============

Since the appearance of their last common ancestor, some multicellular organisms have grown in complexity and number of genes ([@evz078-B12]). The origin of these new genes involves different mechanisms ([@evz078-B34]). After the appearance of the new genetic material, if the gene is not directly advantageous, it may evolve either by pseudogenization or toward the acquisition of a new utility ([@evz078-B25]).

Gene duplication may involve a single gene, several genes, or the entire genome. In the latter case, the entire genome of the individual is doubled to the next generation ([@evz078-B45]; [@evz078-B52]; [@evz078-B1]; [@evz078-B23]). The duplication of a complete genome paves the way for important genetic innovations ([@evz078-B46]), such as heterosis ([@evz078-B9]), and the appearance of a large amount of new genetic material ([@evz078-B62]). Whole-genome duplication (WGD) phenomena have been observed in a wide diversity of taxonomic groups: in plants ([@evz078-B1]), bacteria ([@evz078-B33]), unicellular eukaryotes ([@evz078-B30]), and vertebrates ([@evz078-B37]).

Among vertebrates, the duplication in teleost fishes is well documented ([@evz078-B13]; [@evz078-B28]; [@evz078-B42]; [@evz078-B8]; [@evz078-B20]). Complete duplication occurred in the ray finned fishes lineage. The fish clade showing complete duplication, clupeocephala, diverged about 255 Ma ([@evz078-B4]). The ancestral teleost prior to WGD is believed to have had 12 or 13 chromosomes, following its divergence from the lineage of the lobe-finned fishes, whereas current fishes have an average of 24--25 chromosomes ([@evz078-B32]; [@evz078-B29]; [@evz078-B20]). Fishes are a very diverse taxonomic group. Their diversity was already high before the duplication ([@evz078-B41]; [@evz078-B31]) but was amplified afterward ([@evz078-B8]). The high diversity of fish species combined with a recent complete duplication makes Clupeocephala a group of great interest in the study of complete genome duplication in the animal kingdom.

Following complete genome duplication, all genes do not remain in duplicate in the same way. Most models predict a rapid return of some of the duplicates to singleton status ([@evz078-B38]), the deleterious copies being rapidly pseudogenized ([@evz078-B57]). In particular for the rainbow trout, whose genome underwent an extra duplication compared with other teleosts about 100 Ma, it is estimated that about 48% of the genome now remains in duplicate, when the remaining 52% quickly returned to the singleton category ([@evz078-B3]).

On the contrary, certain gene types are more likely to remain as duplicates in all taxonomic groups studied. This is the case of transcription factors, protein kinases, enzymes, and transporters ([@evz078-B16]). Several reasons have been given to explain the fact that these genes are more often preserved in duplicate ([@evz078-B15]; [@evz078-B10]; [@evz078-B25]; [@evz078-B2]). The increase of protein production can be advantageous, as for enzymes and transcription factors ([@evz078-B55]). Doubling the dosage could entail a better fitness of the species ([@evz078-B48]; [@evz078-B16]; [@evz078-B39]). The presence of the duplicate copy can compensate for a deleterious mutation in the first copy, as a functional redundancy ([@evz078-B14]; [@evz078-B36]; [@evz078-B44]). Another reason could be the neofunctionalization of the new gene, allowing the development of a new function ([@evz078-B59]; [@evz078-B10]). Subfunctionalization also occurs, corresponding to the repartition of the function between the two copies. A set of possibilities has been described in detailed reviews ([@evz078-B15]; [@evz078-B25]).

Among the interacting molecules are ligands and receptors, which are found in all taxonomic groups. Their interactions are the first steps of signal transduction and involve all functions of the organism. A single receptor may have several ligands (e.g., integrins), and these ligands may have multiple receptors. The interactions are characterized by a broad spectrum of more or less specific affinities ([@evz078-B17]; [@evz078-B6]). Teleost fishes share many ligands and receptors with humans, whose complete lists of ligand and receptor interactions are available. In addition, recent studies have provided extensive clarifications on fish phylogeny ([@evz078-B43]; [@evz078-B4]).

Understanding which evolutionary factors and strengths allow certain genes to remain in duplicates, whereas others return to singleton status is a real challenge. In our study, we built a list of ligands and receptors shared by ten fish species and orthologous to humans. We studied the evolution of these genes in order to understand how the WGD event that happened in the ancestor of the teleost fishes affected the evolution of the ligands and their receptors.

Materials and Methods
=====================

We studied ten species of fish: Amazon molly (*Poecilia formosa*), cave fish (*Astyanax mexicanus*), cod (*Gadus morhua*), fugu (*Takifugu rubripes*), medaka (*Oryzias latipes*), platy fish (*Xiphophorus maculatus*), stickleback (*Gasterosteus aculeatus*), tetraodon (*Tetraodon nigroviridis*), tilapia (*Oreochromis niloticus*), and zebrafish (*Danio rerio*).These ten fish species were the only ones available on the Ensembl site at the time of our experiment and are the first entirely sequenced fishes, with the best coverage. These species diverged after the complete duplication of the teleost genome.

There is no list of fish genes coding for ligand/membrane receptors. The only complete list of ligands/membrane receptors in vertebrates available is a list of human genes. This ligand/receptor list was retrieved from [@evz078-B51]). It contains 2,500 redundant human ligand and receptor interactions, corresponding to genes encoding 706 different ligands and 691 different receptors. We developed a methodology that allowed us to retrieve the fish orthologs of all these human genes.

The methodology we used is the following: The 19,888 phylogenetic trees corresponding to the 19,888 human genes present in Ensembl were retrieved.The trees were modified so as to better showcase duplications.The orthologs of each human gene were recovered in each of the ten fish species studied.Among all human orthologs genes present in teleosts, teleost ligands and receptors were identified and analyses were then conducted.

This approach eliminates the ligands and receptors that appeared in fishes and are not existing in humans, but by considering human orthologs we got the biggest lists of fishes ligand receptors interactions.

1 and 2: Extraction and Modification of Phylogenetic Trees
----------------------------------------------------------

Phylogenetic trees were extracted from Ensembl release 82. The phylogenetic trees of Ensembl are based on phylogenetic methods that trace the evolution of a gene family, to find orthology and paralogy relationships. In addition, they indicate the presence of duplications. However, these trees were edited according to a methodology used for the construction of the Genomicus database ([@evz078-B35]). This method provides a better stringency of duplication nodes and ensures that genes that evolve very quickly are taken into account. Duplication nodes with a duplication consistency score ([@evz078-B65]) below a threshold (here 0.30) were selected and shifted toward terminal branches, unless they were stopped by a strong intermediate duplication node. The phylogenetic trees corresponding to the 19,888 human genes present in Ensembl were recovered and transformed to Newick format.

3: Algorithm
------------

The phylogenetic trees corresponding to each of the human genes were identified. Once the human gene was located in the tree, the algorithm looked for the first encountered node in the branch ([fig. 1](#evz078-F1){ref-type="fig"}). For each newly encountered node, the algorithm tested two conditions. First, the encountered node must be more ancestral than *euteleostomii* without crossing a teleost branch. If this condition was respected, the program stopped ([fig. 1*a*](#evz078-F1){ref-type="fig"}), because it meant that this particular human gene did not have an ortholog in fishes. Second, if the algorithm encountered a node including a teleost branch, the program left the loop and retrieved this branch ([fig. 1*b*](#evz078-F1){ref-type="fig"}). In this teleost branch, for each of the ten fish species, the algorithm then determined whether the orthologous gene was present in a single copy in the fish species, in several copies, or not at all. If none of the two conditions were fulfilled, the algorithm moved on to the next encountered node. For each human gene with one or several orthologous genes in fishes, the ortholog singleton or duplicates were recovered in each fish. Among all of these genes, the information regarding the ligand and receptors was specifically retrieved for each fish. The information concerning the entire collection of orthologs between fishes and human was saved, in order to later compare the evolution of ligand receptors with that of the human orthologs in fishes, which is more representative of the fish's genomic evolution. A Github repository ([@evz078-B50]; [@evz078-B67]) is available with the algorithm's source code (<https://github.com/AnnaGrBio/ortho_fishing>).

![---Description of the algorithm. (*A*) Case in which the human gene has no ortholog in fish. The program followed the red line. Once the human gene was found in the tree, the program moved from node to node. At the node of the chordates, no teleosts were encountered. In this example, there were fish paralogous genes in the tree (green square), but they did not correspond to the orthologous gene of the studied human gene. (*B*) Case in which the human gene is orthologous to the common ancestor of all genes from clupeocephala (purple branch). At the node of euteleostomias (red square) are fish genes that descended from this root. The algorithm retrieved the clupeocephala branch from this node (purple), and the information on duplication/singleton status was noted for the each species.](evz078f1){#evz078-F1}

Some of the trees modified contain branch mismatches. These trees were treated by the algorithm. In the case where the clupeocephala branch clustered with the lamprey branch for example, the "Clupeocephala group" was not apparent in the branch. In any case, the algorithm stopped at the subgroup below the fish and lamprey, and the vertebrate tree was analyzed. If it contained clupeocephala fishes, then the subtree was built, and the orthologs were recovered. The cases where clupeocephala fishes were not monophyletic were also treated.

However, trees containing the artifacts mentioned above ran the risk of being unreliable, and our results may have been biased by the presence of genes that did not correspond to the actual human orthologs. To avoid this bias, we used a reciprocal protein BLAST to test whether the receptor ligands found in the trees truly corresponded to the orthologs of human genes.

Sequences of all proteins of the human genome and of each fish species' were downloaded from Ensembl 82. To ensure the stringency of the Ensembl trees, a reciprocal best-hits protein BLAST ([@evz078-B66]) was performed for each human genes encoding a ligand or receptor on the entire fish genome. The BLAST analysis was done with the default settings, because we wanted to be able to detect the duplicate copies that were modified by evolution. Each human gene was BLASTed against all fish genomes. If the ortholog (or orthologs in case of duplicate copies) found in the tree was present in the outputs of the BLAST, the gene was recovered and BLASTed against the human genome. If the good human gene was detected in the outputs of the BLAST, we considered that the BLAST was in keeping with the results of the modified trees. We restricted our focus to the ligands and receptors for which almost all of the proteins were present. An orthologous relationship was validated only if the blast of human gene was the best match for the orthologs in fish, and reciprocally. This methodology made it possible to validate all human/fish orthologous gene relationships on the ligand/receptor list ([fig. 2](#evz078-F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![---Percentage of reciprocal best-hits (protein) BLAST searches that did not work for all 10 fish. It was done only on the ligands and receptors genes.](evz078f2){#evz078-F2}

4: Analysis
-----------

For each species, we studied the evolution (retention vs. singleton) of each human gene that had an ortholog in fishes. To this end, we retrieved the information of the evolution of each of the 19,888 human genes that have an ortholog in fish species. The orthologs of each fish are listed in [Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Sheets 1--10, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online. We obtained an average of 12,895 human genes presenting an ortholog in fish species. This does not represent the entire genome of each fish but allowed us to make strong statistical predictions. For each fish, the global evolution the whole human orthologs was compared with the specific evolution of ligands and receptors. We studied whether the ligands and the receptors remained as a duplicate copy or had returned to singleton in the same proportion as human ortholog genes that are not ligands and receptors.

The evolution of the genes coding for the ligands and for their receptors among the ten species of fish was also compared. However, comparing fishes is more awkward than analyzing each fish species independently. In fact, the coverage of the sequencing is very unequal for all ten species ([supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} sheet 11, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The zebrafish is the best sequenced, whereas fishes like cod and fugu have a low coverage. For example, the zebrafish and cave fish have the longest golden patches, whereas other fishes like the stickleback have very small ones. Similarly, the size of assemblies, L50 scaffolds and L50 contigs, is very uneven, the values corresponding to these variables being very low for Amazon Molly, platyfish, and Tilapia for example. Finally, some data such as std value or *c* value are missing for some species. If a gene is present in a duplicate copy in most of the fish species and present in a singleton copy---or even not present at all---in the few remaining fish types, it could mean that the gene specifically returned to singleton in these two species, or more likely, that the second copy of the gene was not sequenced or annotated.

To overcome this possible bias, we arbitrarily defined an 80% threshold for species sharing the same information (deletion, singleton, or duplicate), for each gene. If a gene coding for a ligand or receptor showed the same evolution in 80% of the fishes or more, we considered that the gene showed the same evolution in all of the fishes. Setting a threshold at 80% allows us to take into account genes that are absent in certain species, because this absence is possibly due to a lack of sequencing coverage (the data are available in [supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} sheet 12, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Otherwise, we considered that the evolutionary history of this gene was questionable, due to the possible absence of sequence or annotation of gene copies in certain species. These data allowed us to compare the evolution of the combinations of pairs of ligands and receptors.

A matrix was developed in order to assess the percentage of genes coding for ligands and receptors whose evolution was the same among the fishes and to assess whether the evolution of ligands receptors---as duplicate or singleton---was congruent with the tree of life of the teleosts. For each gene present in two species, we assigned one point to both species if the gene had the same evolution and 0 if the genes had evolved in different ways. A dendrogram of distance was calculated, based on the scores between species, using the heatmap function of R (ggplot2 and ggcorrplot libraries).

A more thorough study was conducted on the ligands and receptors of the zebrafish, in order to understand if some of their characteristics were correlated with their evolution. The list of ligands and receptors of [@evz078-B51]) is available on [supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} sheet 13, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, as well as the Ensembl accession numbers of genes on [supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} sheet 14, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online.

Results
=======

Recovery of Human Gene Orthologs in the Ten Fish Species
--------------------------------------------------------

A program was built in order to recover the fish orthologs of human genes in the ten studied species of fish. A reciprocal best-hits protein BLAST ([@evz078-B66]) was performed for each human gene encoding a ligand or receptor, in order to confirm the accuracy of the Ensembl trees. We observed a very low rate of invalidation of the reciprocal best-hits BLAST searches. We get between 0% and 0.8% of invalidated genes, with the exception of the zebrafish for which 2.5% of the genes were not confirmed by the reciprocal best-hits BLAST ([fig. 2](#evz078-F2){ref-type="fig"}). We considered that the algorithm we set working on the modified tree did not retrieve erroneous information.

An average of 12,895 fish orthologs were detected per species, with 10,751 showing common evolution in 80% of the fish species: 2,476 found in a duplicate copy and 8,275 in singleton. We found an average of 413 orthologous ligands in fishes, with 121 ligands duplicated in 80% of fish species, and 206 returned in singleton ([table 1](#evz078-T1){ref-type="table"}). We found an average of 521 ortholog receptors in fishes, with 161 duplicated in 80% of the species of fish, and 236 receptors returned in singleton.

###### 

Common versus Uncommon Evolution of Ligands and Receptors

             Amazon Molly   Cave Fish   Cod   Fugu   Medaka   Platyfish   Stickleback   Tetraodon   Tilapia   Zebrafish   Average by Fish  Comon Fate
  --------- -------------- ----------- ----- ------ -------- ----------- ------------- ----------- --------- ----------- ----------------- ------------
  Rd             233           213      175   187     180        210          184          187        210        215            199        161
  Ld             173           177      140   142     129        233          140          144        163        195            157        121
  Rs             279           296      293   286     288        233          299          289        292        301            291        236
  Ls             245           236      244   259     251        233          247          255        253        237            248        206
  Rnp            ---           ---      ---   ---     ---        ---          ---          ---        ---        ---            ---        19
  Lnp            ---           ---      ---   ---     ---        ---          ---          ---        ---        ---            ---        14
  R mixed        ---           ---      ---   ---     ---        ---          ---          ---        ---        ---            ---        71
  L mixed        ---           ---      ---   ---     ---        ---          ---          ---        ---        ---            ---        61

[Note]{.smallcaps}.---The first ten columns represent the ten species of fish. The 11th column represents the average number of genes of each category between each species of fish. The 12th column represents the number of genes that have undergone the same evolution in all the species of fish. The line labeled Rd represents the receptors that are duplicated. The number of duplicated genes is given for each species of fish, as well as the number of genes duplicated in all the fish species. The same is shown for the duplicated ligand (Ld), the singleton receptors (Rs), and the singleton ligands (Ls). Rnp and Lnp represent the number of genes that are not present in only one or two species of fish. The R mixed is the number of receptors that have a distinct evolution in the ten species of fish. The L mixed is the number of ligands that have a distinct evolution in the ten species of fish.

Comparison of Genes Encoding Pairs of Ligand/Receptor with Other Genes
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the same threshold of 80% of species sharing the same information, that we defined before, we determined what proportion of ligands and receptors was maintained in a duplicate copy in comparison to the whole human gene orthologs.

Surprisingly, we discovered that the genes coding for the ligands, as well as for the receptors, were more likely to be retained in a duplicate copy than the other genes. In fact, we found that 36.89% of the ligands and 40.5% of the receptors were present in duplicate in the fish species ([fig. 3](#evz078-F3){ref-type="fig"}). When considering the whole human ortholog, excluding ligands and receptors, we found that 23.03% of the genes were maintained in duplicate in the fish species, 22.59% excluding ligands and 22.65 excluding receptors. We tested whether the number of ligands and receptors in a duplicate copy was higher than the expected number considering the whole human ortholog. We found that the ligands were more likely than expected to be conserved in duplicate copies (χ^2^ test, *P* value 0.02732), as were the receptors (*χ*^2^ test, *P* value 0.002367).

![---Percentages of genes found in duplicate, common to the ten fish species. The graph on the left represents the percentage of receptors. The red bar represents the percentage of ligands and receptors that were retained in a duplicate copy in 80% of the fish species. The black bar represents the percentage of human orthologs that were retained in a duplicate copy in 80% of the fish species.](evz078f3){#evz078-F3}

Comparison within Species
-------------------------

The same results were found when we looked for the genes evolution in each fish species ([fig. 4](#evz078-F4){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, in each of the ten fish species, a mean of 40% of the ligands and receptors were retained in duplicate copies, against only 30% of the entire set of human orthologs that were still in a duplicate copy. The *χ*^2^ test was significant or tended to be significant, except for the ligands in tetraodon ([table 2](#evz078-T2){ref-type="table"}). However, as mentioned above, these data have to be discussed carefully, given that the coverage of sequencing is very different from one fish species to another.

![---Percentages of genes found in duplicate according to the fish species. The graph on the left represents the percentage of receptors. The graph on the left represents the percentage of ligands. In each graph, all of the species of fish are represented by a color. The category "expected" represents the percentage of all of the human genes with an ortholog in the considered fish species (between 15 and 16,000 according to the fish species) which were maintained in duplicate. The category observed represents the percentage of ligands (graph on the left) and receptors (graph on the right) that were maintained in duplicate.](evz078f4){#evz078-F4}

###### 

*χ* ^2^ Tests of the Proportion of Duplicate Ligands and Receptors

                Amazon Molly   Cave Fish   Cod       Fugu      Medaka     Platyfish   Stickleback   Tetraodon   Tilapia    Zebrafish
  ------------- -------------- ----------- --------- --------- ---------- ----------- ------------- ----------- ---------- -----------
  R *P* value   0.002309       0.001013    0.0111    0.00695   0.002126   0.001656    0.01656       0.04726     0.001801   0.0165
  L *P* value   0.003407       0.04728     0.03517   0.0750    0.04663    0.001756    0.05874       0.2007      0.01729    0.04876

[Note]{.smallcaps}.---The columns represent the ten species of fish. The R *P* value line represents the *P* value of the *χ*^2^ test on the receptors. The *χ*^2^ H0 is the hypothesis that the number of receptors retained in duplicate copy is the same as the expected number taking into account all human orthologs. The L *P* value line represents the *P* value of the *χ*^2^ test on the ligands.

Dendrogram of Similarity
------------------------

A matrix was built in order to assess the similarity of evolution of the ligands and receptors between the ten fish species. For each gene present in two species, we attributed one point to these two species if the gene had the same evolution and 0 if the genes had evolved in different ways. A dendrogram was calculated based on the matrix of similarity between species, using R packages ggplot2 and heatmap ([supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} sheet 15, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The dendrogram showed a similarity with fish phylogeny ([fig. 5](#evz078-F5){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, the differences in singleton returns and retention in duplicates of ligands and receptors seem to be species specific and appear to have occurred gradually during evolution, as expected.

![---Comparison of the phylogenetic tree of fish species (left) and the dendrogram resulting from the similarity of the evolution of the genes coding for pairs of ligand/receptor between each fish. The similarity between the two trees suggests that the differences in singleton returns and retention in duplicates of ligands and receptors seem to be species specific and appear to have occurred gradually during evolution.](evz078f5){#evz078-F5}

Gene Network
------------

We tried to determine whether the evolution of one of the members of the ligand/receptor pairs was correlated with the evolution of the second member. For this analysis, we took into account all of the interactions present in our list. For example, if a receptor binds several ligands, its interaction with each ligand was assessed. Four possible situations were defined for each of the interactions: RsLs, the receptor is in singleton and its ligand is in singleton; RdLd, the receptor is in duplicate and its ligand is in duplicate; RsLd, the receptor is in singleton and its ligand is in duplicate; and RdLs, the receptor is in duplicate and its ligand is in singleton ([table 3](#evz078-T3){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Comparison of the Distribution of Interactions

                    Amazon Molly   Cave Fish    Cod      Fugu      Medaka    Platyfish   Stickleback   Tetraodon   Tilapia   Zebrafish                                                        
  ---------------- -------------- ----------- -------- --------- ---------- ----------- ------------- ----------- --------- ----------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
  RsLS                  436           725       457       659       422         684          460          717        446        820      449   759   449   727   479   676   432   758   462   799
  RdLd                  334           124       353       132       206         72           230          83         171        72       287   93    231   78    216   108   277   93    382   163
  RsLd                  312           299       380       295       311         222          288          244        251        244      294   265   306   238   273   270   310   265   499   361
  RdLs                  365           299       290       295       260         222          311          244        324        444      353   265   295   238   355   270   361   265   341   361
  RsLS *P* value       0.5399       0.9307      0.2      0.307    0.009266     0.359       0.1863       0.4208     0.1834     0.3355                                                          
  RdLd *P* value      0.07909       0.8346     0.1272   0.08249    0.8465     0.06326      0.05741      0.3144     0.1084     0.3246                                                          
  RsLd *P* value       0.6752       0.3939     0.2961   0.7844     0.2729       0.6        0.6257       0.6386      0.931     0.2579                                                          
  RdLs *P* value       0.6979       0.3146     0.4917   0.6988     0.547         1         0.8616       0.5306     0.8023     0.2452                                                          

[Note]{.smallcaps}.---The columns represent the ten species of fish. The O/E lines represents the observed versus expected number of interactions. RsLs represents the number of interactions per fish species, in which the ligands and the receptors both returned to singleton. The expected proportion is calculated according to the proportion of ligands and receptors that were retained in duplicate copies or went back to singleton. Then, for each category, the expected proportion was calculated in this way: (total number of genes) × (proportion of genes expected in the receptor category) × (proportion of genes expected in the receptor category). Also, for the RdLd category, the calculation was total: (number of genes) × (% of duplicated genes) × (% of genes in singleton). RdLd represents the number of interactions per fish species, in which both ligands and receptors were maintained in a duplicate copy. RsLd is the number of interactions for which the receptors are in singleton and the ligands in duplicate. RdLs is the opposite case. The global *P* value is the *P* value of the *χ*^2^ test that compared the output observed and the one expected for each category. All four categories are then compared using a *χ*^2^ test.

For each category, we compared the observed proportions within the ligand/receptor pairs with the expected proportions in the whole genome, using a *χ*^2^ test. This analysis did not detect any particular distribution, meaning that the interaction of both partners should not have influenced their evolution. The number of interactions in which both members returned to singletons was the highest, which was expected, because the number of ligands and receptors that returned in singleton was higher than the number retained in duplicate.

Ligand/Receptors Characteristics
--------------------------------

Because the receptors could bind several ligands (e.g., FZD1 binds 6 ligands) and the ligands could bind multiple receptors (e.g., WNT5A binds 12 receptors in human), we also investigated whether all partners of a given molecule evolved in the same way.

We found no differences between all of the possible situations. For example, the receptors that had only one ligand may have evolved in the same way as their ligand, or in contradiction to it. Similarly, we studied whether the number of partners had an influence on the way these partners evolved. Here, again, we reviewed all of the possible evolutionary scenarios. For example, for a receptor with several ligands, there were cases in which all of the ligands evolved in the same way as their receptor, others in which the ligands evolved in an opposite way, and we found a range of intermediate possibilities without significant differences. The seemingly random categories are depicted in [figure 6](#evz078-F6){ref-type="fig"}.

![---Representation of a part of the zebrafish gene network of the ligands and receptors, for proteins that are connected with more than one partner. The ovals represent the ligands. The rhombi represent the receptors. The objects in red are the molecules present in duplicate. The objects in blue are the molecules present in singleton. We observed all of the cases: several ligands for one receptor and one ligand for several receptors, regardless of whether they were in singleton or duplicate, and regardless of the gene biological network.](evz078f6){#evz078-F6}

Deepening of Receptor Ligand Couples
------------------------------------

We tried to establish whether or not the family of the ligands and receptors had an impact on the fact that they returned in a singleton copy or were maintained in duplicate. A study was conducted in zebrafish because it has the best annotated genome. Data are in [supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} sheet 16--19, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online.

We found 226 families of receptors, 72 of which had several members present in zebrafish. We observed that in 20 small families (2--4 members), all of the genes evolved in the same way. For example, all four members of the Vascular Endothelial Grown Factor (VEGF) receptor family present in zebrafish returned in singleton. We found 214 families of ligands, 55 of which had several members present in zebrafish. We also found 20 small families (2--5 members) of ligands in which all of the molecules evolved in the same way. For example, the five ligands of the R-spondin family present in zebrafish returned in singleton. However, concerning or ligands belonging to any of the other families with several members (52 families of receptors and 35 families of ligands), which include the largest ones (e.g., 20 molecules in the integrin family), our results did not show any specific rule. Some of the members of these multigene families returned in singleton, and the others remained in duplicate. We did not observe any rule concerning the superfamilies, in which, for the ligands as well as for the receptors, one part of the genes remained in singleton, and the other remained in duplicate. Similarly, we could not establish any rule by looking at the nature of the ligands (hormones, neuropeptides, or anchored in the membrane), which had no impact on whether they returned to singleton or remained in duplicate.

Discussion
==========

Trends Observed in Fishes
-------------------------

We were able to observe, for the first time, that the genes encoding teleost fish ligands and receptors remained in duplicate more frequently than other genes of the genome. In fact, using a threshold of 80% of studied fish species to validate a duplicate in the ten species studied, we observed that the number of receptors and ligands that were retained in duplicate in fish species was higher than expected, considering the entire set of human genome orthologs. Using our threshold, we found that 23% of the 10,751 human genes that had an ortholog in fish were retained in a duplicate copy, against 40.5% of the receptors and 36% of the ligands. Our resulting percentage of human orthologs maintained in duplicate is similar to other percentages observed in literature, that predicted between 15% and 25% of genes retained in duplicate ([@evz078-B53]). Moreover, these high proportions of ligands and receptors kept in duplicate were also observed in every fish species. For each of the ten species of fish, the percentage of genes coding for ligands and receptors that remained in duplicate was close to 40%, whereas the average number of genes that were retained in a duplicate copy, in the entire genome, was about 30%. Here, the percentage of human orthologs maintained in duplicate (30%) was higher than the percentage documented in literature. However, this can be explained by the fact that each fish was studied independently, and specific duplications of each species were also taken into account. We compared our data with those of [@evz078-B49]), who estimated that about 15% of the spotted gar genes remained in duplicate in zebrafish. However, these authors based their study on the genes of the spotted gar genome, a fish genome that has not duplicated, compared with *Clupeocephala*, whereas we have based our study on the human genome. Moreover, the authors stated that their methodology undoubtedly underestimated the number of genes remaining in duplicate.

It was not the first time that the retention of genes coding for receptors was observed in high frequency after a duplication event. For the endothelin receptors, it was shown that ligands and receptors were duplicated in teleost fishes, and a coevolution between ligands and receptors was observed ([@evz078-B7]). That was also the case of secretin receptors, where the second receptor is in retention in all fish species except the Tilapia ([@evz078-B11]). More globally, in 2006, a study was conducted on 9,461 gene families of 7 vertebrate species, in order to investigate the retention of the vertebrate genes. The authors highlighted higher gene retention of the genes coding for receptors involved in signal transduction ([@evz078-B5]).

One hypothesis to explain such a retention concerns the dosing balance of the corresponding proteins. In addition to their functional importance in all living organisms, the duplication of each of the partners makes it possible to double the interactions without modifying the dosage of one of the partners.

However, our results do not support the theory of the balance of dosage in the case of our ligand/receptor pairs. Indeed, if such was the case, we would have expected that the ligands whose receptors returned in singleton would also more frequently return in singleton, and that the duplicated receptors would have their ligands duplicated as well. In contrast, our results showed that when a receptor returned to a singleton, its ligands returned to a singleton as often as they remained in duplicate. Moreover, in the case in which one of the molecules, ligand or receptor, had several partners, it would either return to singleton or remain in duplicate. As a consequence, the network of interactions was very heterogeneous ([fig. 6](#evz078-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Because we did not observe any correlation between the evolution of the receptors and their ligands, it could mean that the dosage balance ([@evz078-B64]) was not the only explanation for the retention of these molecules.

Another hypothesis could be that ligands and receptors evolve more slowly than other genes, leading to the fact that they are more likely to remain in duplicate than the rest of the genome. However, several arguments seem to suggest that this is not the case. For example, as depicted in [supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, the genes encoding ligands and receptors involved in immunity, that are known to evolve quickly ([@evz078-B58]), were maintained in duplicate at the same rates as the other ones. More precisely, all of the genes coding for chemokine receptors were maintained in duplicate, as well as 40% and 33% of the genes respectively encoding tumor necrosis factors and interleukin receptors, ([supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} p. 16 and 17, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Indeed, the retention rate for these ligands and receptors that evolve quickly is higher than for the rest of the genome (average of 23.03% retention).

The genes showing the slowest evolution are genes with high levels of expression ([@evz078-B47]) and involved in the most vital functions ([@evz078-B24]). In our study, the genes coding for ligands and receptors with the highest levels of expression---like the neuropeptides---or involved in the most vital functions---like the genes of the metabolism (e.g., Serpin family, all returned in singleton), the growth factors (e.g., VEGF receptor family and Rspondin family, all returned in singleton) or even the genes involved in embryogenesis (WNT family, 40% duplicate)---are equally as likely to be retained than the other ligands and receptors, and sometimes even less.

Finally, the size of the genes also plays a role in the speed of their evolution. More particularly, small genes have a higher probability of evolving more rapidly---which also affects their phylogenetic signals ([@evz078-B21])---and ligands are often smaller than their receptors. However, we show here that both ligands and receptors show a higher tendency to remain in duplicate than the rest of the genome, thus invalidating the impact of molecular weight.

These arguments suggest that ligands and receptors, following complete genome duplication, are subject to the same evolutionary constraints as all other genes.

If dosage balance was not a main driver in explaining the evolution of genes encoding ligands and receptors after genome duplication in teleosts, and barring a bias due to slow evolution, other hypotheses can be proposed. For example, the fact that the number of ligands is doubled for a receptor returned in singleton, and vice versa, could be advantageous. Such cases are common in multigene families. The fibroblast growth factor family and their Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF) receptors have been amplified by duplication events ([@evz078-B26]). In the human genome, in which 22 genes encode Fgf ligands and 4 genes encode receptors, ligands were first amplified in the first metazoans. Subsequently, acquisition of additional receptors from one original was made later in vertebrates ([@evz078-B26]). Moreover, it has already been shown that an increase in the number of only one of the partners could be beneficial. This was the case, for example, for the NKG2D receptor involved in innate immunity, which has many more ligands than other members of its family. Several reasons have been cited for such a variety of ligands, including evolution driven by disease-induced selection pressure ([@evz078-B18]).

One hypothesis to explain why one of the partners remained in duplicate is that the duplicated molecules acquired a new function. It has been shown that the rate of evolution was higher in teleost fishes ([@evz078-B53]). Such a quick evolution allows the phenomena of neofunctionalization. It was the case, for example, of the genes coding for pigmentation in fishes. It has been shown that pigmentation genes were most likely to be retained in duplicate in fishes, allowing new pigments in the different species ([@evz078-B7]). In particular, the acquisition of a new function can be correlated with a change of partner, or a change of affinity with the partner, and it may take some time after the duplication event for the new functions to be acquired. This is the case, for example, of RAR receptors, whose common ancestor in chordates is similar to the RARbeta mammalian isoform. Other alpha and gamma isoforms have evolved in vertebrate species. All RAR still bind their common ligand, ATRA. However, the differences between their binding pocket give rise to differential sensitivity to pharmacological agonists ([@evz078-B19]). Similarly, the acquisition of new ligands has been reported for many receptors in multigene families, for example, LXR mammalian receptors. LXR mammalian receptors bind to several specific oxysterol ligands, whereas the ancestral receptor only bound to few chemical compounds (androstane and pregnane steroids oxysterols) ([@evz078-B54]). In a recent study on nuclear receptors, it has been proposed that the first nuclear receptors to appear bound to chemical compounds, and that the acquisition of specific oxysterol ligands took place during evolution, after several events of duplication and neofunctionalization of the receptors ([@evz078-B40]).

Surprisingly, some receptors have been shown to have lost their ligand binding and play a role without a ligand. This is the case for example of RXR-USP ([@evz078-B27]). Such evolution would explain why different species of fish did not retain the same receptors in duplicate copies.

Differences between Fishes
--------------------------

Our results showed that most of the ligands and receptors in our set evolved in the same way in the different species of fish. In fact, we found that a mean of 236 receptors and 206 ligands have returned to singleton in all of the species of fish, each species having an average of 291 receptors and 248 ligands in singleton. In the same way, we found that 161 receptors were in duplicate in each fish, with an average of 199 receptors in duplicate per species of fish, and that 121 ligands were in duplicate, with an average of 156 by species of fish.

We found that most of the genes that returned to singleton status are shared by all the fishes. Such a phenomenon could be explained by the fact that the complete genome duplication in the common ancestor of *clupeocephala* was followed by a first return to singleton before the divergence of the fish species occurred ([@evz078-B53]).

We also observed that 71 receptors and 61 ligands seem to have evolved independently in the 10 species of fish. These specificities in species could be due to different ecological constraints ([@evz078-B63]). For example, it has been demonstrated that the genetic variability of plants could increase their tolerance to the largest ecological ranks ([@evz078-B22]; [@evz078-B61]). It was suggested that the polyploidization in animals was correlated with periods of climactic changes and instability in the environment ([@evz078-B37]). Nonetheless, the differences between species should be considered carefully. All ten species of fish studied were not sequenced with the same coverage (see [supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} sheet 11, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The genes in singleton copies, regardless of whether or not they can be found in a duplicate copy in other species, could be missing from the annotated databases but actually be present in duplicate in all the species.

Surprisingly, the dendrogram that we built based on the similarity of evolution between fish species showed some interesting similarities with the phylogeny. In fact, we observed that cave fish and zebrafish were paired, and mostly differed from the other species. The zebrafish diverged from the other branches 255 Ma, and the cave fish, 150 Ma. Both branches were the first to diverge from the other species of fish. The Amazon molly and the platy fish were also grouped together in the dendrogram, as well as the tetraodon and fugu. These two groups of species are the last branches of species to have diverged, out of the ten species. In fact, tetraodon and fugu diverged about 70--50 Ma, and Amazon molly and platyfish diverged about 50 Ma. The convergence between the phylogeny and the evolution of ligands and receptors can attest to a most recent evolution of the duplicated ligands and receptors. However, this convergence could also have arisen from the difference in sequencing techniques between the ten species of fish. In fact, the zebrafish and the cave fish are the best sequenced species. Their similarity of evolution could simply result from a better identification of the evolution of the genes. Following a complete duplication of the genome, several models predicted a fast return to the state of singleton of some of the genes. During evolution, other genes were, however, pseudogenized in a more progressive way. The fact that the dendrogram was partly similar to phylogeny may indicate that ligands and receptors have been delayed in their return to singleton state, in specific species. Nevertheless, the dendrogram did not completely follow the phylogeny of fishes. In the dendrogram, there was a grouping between stickleback, cod, and medaka, which was not congruent with the phylogenetic tree. Similarly, Amazon molly and platy fish were found to be close to tilapia, which is a distant species in phylogeny. In a very interesting way, these groupings are coherent from a point of view of the ecology of these species. Indeed, the three stickleback, cod, and medaka species correspond to species that live in the northern hemisphere. All can live in the marine environment, although stickleback and medaka species can also live in freshwater. In contrast, the Amazon molly platy fish and tilapia are tropical ecosystem fish, which live in fresh water (tilapia could live in salt water; nevertheless the sequenced tilapia is from the Nile River). It could also be, if confirmed by further studies at a more detailed phylogenetic scale, that the evolution of their ligands and receptors is, in this case, correlated with their way of life rather than their evolutionary history.

It is important to note, however, that species sequencing coverage is very uneven. As a matter of fact, all the results observed species by species have to be carefully analyzed. Any discussion on the matter should be seen as suggestions and not be taken as a conclusion or a result.

Conclusion
==========

In our study, we demonstrated that the genes coding for ligands and receptors were retained in duplicate more systematically that the rest of the genome in fishes, and independently among different species of fish. Some specific studies in vivo/in vitro would now be necessary to understand the strength that operated on these genes, and the fate of the duplicated copies.
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